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expect, given the name.
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The US congress just passed their Covid stimulus bill, or the
“Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021” to give its official
title. So what’s actually inside it? What has just been passed
into law?

The answers to that is “nobody really knows”, least of all the
members of congress, who passed the law without reading it, as
they so often do. It’s the longest bill in US history, at over
5500  pages  and  it  sailed  through  the  voting  mostly  sight
unseen.

We’ve downloaded a copy of the full document and will embed it
below for those of you patient or masochistic enough to tackle
the whole thing. We’ve read some already, and will point out
the highlights:

“Foreign aid” is a big winner. Egypt is getting $1.3
billion, Sudan, Israel and Ukraine get over 500 million
each, and many other countries around the world sizeable
contributions, much of which will be spent on “defense”.
Which  is  to  say  sent  straight  back  to  America  via
massive arms purchases.
Not all the money being sent overseas is for buying
weapons,  some  is  for  backing  coups.  Venezuela  and
Belarus get special mention here, each getting their own
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section  of  the  bill  detailing  how  terrible  their
“illegal regimes” are. There’s also a large section on
“combating Chinese influence”.
For some reason there’s another section on copyright
law, which makes illegal streaming copyrighted content a
federal  crimes,  punishable  by  up  to  three  years  in
prison.
Nearly 300 million is put aside to develop influenza
vaccines and prevent a future influenza pandemic.
4 BILLION dollars for the Gates-funded GAVI, the Vaccine
Alliance.
Vaccine “misinformation” is also a concern, and the bill
provides  for  a  pro-vaccine  propaganda  campaign  –  or
rather a “PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN ON THE IMPORTANCE OF
VACCINATIONS”

So – huge amounts of foreign aid, support for various coups,
totally irrelevent copyright laws, provisions for pro-vaccine
propaganda campaigns…it’s not your typical “stimulus bill” so
far, is it?

LINK HERE TO VIEW BILL

Read more at OffGuardian…
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